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Abstract: Objective: To explore optimized processes and experience of cleaning operating room during continuous surgery.
Method: Selected surgery cases from January to December 2018 randomly, 300 cases were using traditional methods of cleaning
and 300 cases with improved methods of cleaning, we compared and analyzed the cleaning time and cleaning effect between two
different methods, and investigated the changes of action ability of cleaning team, and analyzed the changes of doctor-patient
satisfaction. Results: In 2018, we used improved cleaning management methods, cleaning time, cleaning effect, cleaning team
action and patient or doctor satisfaction are significantly better than the traditional cleaning methods. Conclusion: In operating
room, scientific cleaning management can significantly improve the efficiency of the operation, prevent the spread of bacteria in
the operating room, improve the efficiency of the operating room, and thereby increase surgeon and patient satisfaction.
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1. Background
The operating room is an important medical resource of the
hospital, which is also an important source of hospital income
and expenditures [1]. Surgical requirements are increasing,
and the operating room space is limited. Surgical operations
require a table distribution to complete the operation [2]. The
surgical procedure is tedious and time-consuming, it requires
the cooperation of the surgical department, anesthesia
department and operating room [3]. One of the key points is
that the cleaning process of the operating room is ignored. In
order to make reasonable use of the operating room resources
[4], we began to continuously optimize the cleaning process of
the surgical table distribution in February 2018, reduce the
surgical table distribution time, and achieve good results, as
described below.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Clinical Data
Our hospital is a large-scale third-level general hospital
with 20 clean laminar flow operating rooms, and the volume

of annual operation is about 20,000. Since February 2018, the
management reform of the cleaning operation has been carried
out, the cleaning process has been transformed and fully
promoted in the operating room. Selected 300 patients
(traditional cleaning method) including 162 males and 138
females which were from February to December 2017
undergoing table surgery were included in the control group
randomly. Age 23 to 78 years. Selected 300 patients
(improved cleaning method) from February to December
2018 who underwent surgery were included in the observation
group, including 158 males and 142 females. Age 17 to 77
years. There was no significant difference in the age, gender,
and educational level between the two groups of surgical
patients (P > 0.05), and they were comparable.
2.2. Cleaning Methods
Traditional cleaning method: The roving nurse or surgeon
will notify the cleaning staff to perform cleaning by verbal
notification after the operation. The cleaning tools are
traditional mop and bucket. The cleaning staff cleans the area
without regular training and without fixed responsibility.
Improved cleaning methods: A. Notification process: The
main nurse in the operating room notices the cleaning staff
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through real-time walkie-talkie to perform cleaning when the
surgery is about to end; B. Cleaning tools: use removable floor
mop instead of traditional Non-removable mop and bucket,
one operation, one mop, disinfection, cleaning and drying. C.
Dividing the operation area and optimizing the cleaning staff
scheduling: dividing three operating areas according to the
distribution of the operating room to ensure the shortest path
to the cleaning operating room; increasing the work of mobile
cleaning staff according to the peak time of the receiving

operation, and flexible scheduling according to the receiving
operation situation. D. Formulate and improve the
management system of cleaning personnel: including job
responsibilities, safe operating procedures, disinfection and
isolation systems, infection management systems, reward and
punishment methods, and evaluation systems, etc., and set up
full-time personnel to supervise and inspect and implement
monthly regular training for cleaning personnel., Monthly
assessment of the quality of cleaning work.

Table 1. Comparison of traditional cleaning and improved cleaning.
Group
Notification process
Notification device
Cleaning tools
Area of responsibility
Cleaners shift
Training and assessment

Traditional cleaning
Surgeon or visiting nurse notice Cleaners
None
Traditional mop
Random
Hospital shift schedule
None

2.3. Observation Indicators and Analysis Methods

Improved cleaning
Operating room nurse watching surveillance video to notify cleaners
Real-time walkie-talkie
Removable machine washable floor mop
Fixed point
Schedule by time
Regular

indicates P <0.05. The results show that the improved
cleaning method significantly speeds up cleaning.

Analyzing the cleaning time of the two cleaning methods
after the operation is from the end of the first operation to the
completion of cleaning. Observe the cleaning time used by the
traditional cleaning method and the improved cleaning
method, and compare the types of bacteria carried by the
removable mop and the traditional mop. Quantity,
comparative analysis of cleaning quality. Among them, the
operating room cleaning management team members fill in
the self-assessment questionnaire scores, at the same time
record the satisfaction of the patients and surgeons to the
operation.
2.4. Statistical Methods
SPSS19.0 statistical software was used for statistical
analysis. The t-test was used for comparison between the two
groups. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Improved Cleaning Methods Significantly Speed up
Cleaning
The "cleaner cleaning efficiency questionnaire" was
designed to investigate on-site cleaning time, selected 300 sets
of traditional cleaning methods and 300 sets of modified
cleaning methods randomly, and collected the results. The
average cleaning time for traditional cleaning methods for
table-top surgery: (35 ± 4.28) min, of which the average time
for the cleaning staff to reach the operating room after the
operation is: (15 ± 2.28) min, the average time for cleaning in
the operating room: (20 ± 3.28) min; The average cleaning
time for the improved cleaning method to handle the table
surgery: (12 ± 2.14) min, in which the average time for the
cleaning staff to reach the operating room after the operation is:
(2 ± 0.23) min, the average time for cleaning in the operating
room: (10 ± 1.21) min. The results were analyzed by t-test, *

Figure 1. Cleaning time change.

3.2. Improved Cleaning Methods to Reduce Bacterial
Contamination
Some studies have reported that traditional mop moist mops
carry a large number and variety of colonies after cleaning and
disinfection, which can make the bacteria move and spread,
are prone to nosocomial infections [5]. Operating room
cleaners are an important part of controlling nosocomial
infections. They are the specific implementers of cutting off
the transmission route of the source of the disease. The
traditional colonies and new cleaning methods were used to
measure the colonies and numbers carried by mops before
cleaning. The numbers of traditional mops were
Staphylococcus epidermidis (126 ± 13.59) cfu/cm2,
Staphylococcus aureus (45 ± 5.19), and hemolytic
streptococci (65 ± 6.39) cfu/cm2 and E. coli (75 ± 8.1) cfu/cm2;
the number of new ground drag bacteria is Staphylococcus
epidermidis (4 ± 0.59) cfu/cm2, Staphylococcus aureus (2 ±
0.13), hemolytic chain Cocci (3 ± 0.23) cfu/cm2 and E. coli (8
± 1.2) cfu/cm2. Two groups of mop cultures were performed
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30 times, and each culture was performed independently. The
results were analyzed by t-test, * indicates P <0.05. The new
machine-washable floor mop is used to improve cleaning
efficiency and ensure cleaning quality.
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3.4. Improved Cleaning and Increased Doctor-Patient
Satisfaction
A total of 300 patients and doctors were selected randomly
before and after the improvement of cleaning management to
conduct a satisfaction survey and scored, with a perfect score
of 100%. Doctor and patient satisfaction before cleaning
management improvement were (74% ± 6.56%) and (81% ±
5.74), and doctor and patient satisfaction after cleaning
management improvement were: (90% ± 7.92%) and (92%) ±
6.85). The results were analyzed by paired t test. * Indicates P
< 0.05. The results are statistically significant. After the
improvement of cleaning management, the satisfaction of
doctors and patients is significantly improved.

Figure 2. Evaluation of cleaning effect.

3.3. Improved Cleaning and Enhanced Cleaning Team
Ability
The 10 team members of the cleaning management team
of the operating room improved their self-scoring before and
after cleaning improvement, including responsibility,
self-confidence, enthusiasm, problem solving ability and
team cohesion. Score before cleaning improvement:
responsibility (34 ± 5.45), self-confidence (40 ± 3.21),
enthusiasm (32 ± 2.10), problem-solving ability (40 ± 5.39),
and team cohesive responsibility (36 ± 4.51). The score after
cleaning improvement: responsibility (76 ± 7.36),
self-confidence (66 ± 5.43), motivation (88 ± 9.37),
problem-solving ability (80 ± 9.24), and team cohesive
responsibility (84 ± 7.61). The results were analyzed by t-test,
* indicates P < 0.05. The results showed that after the
improved cleaning management, the cleaning team members'
ability scores were significantly improved compared with
before the improvement.

Figure 4. Doctor and Patient Satisfaction Survey.

4. Discussion
4.1. Necessity of Optimizing Cleaning Management in the
Operating Room
The traditional management of the operating room gets rare
attention on the management of the surgical process, resulting
in low working efficiency of the staff in various departments
related to surgery; resulting in long working hours and high
intensity of the nurses, anesthesiologists and surgeons in the
operating room [6]. In particular, the low efficiency of the
table operation leads to the extension of the operating room
ineffective time, causing a high and waste cost of operating
room [7]. The uncertainty of the operation time of the docking
table often causes some contradictions and hidden dangers
[8-10]. One of the key links affecting the operation time of the
table surgery is the cleaning efficiency of the operating room,
and the cleaning management is easy for everyone to ignore.
The operating room managers urgently need to re-integrate
and optimize the cleaning process, revise the corresponding
management system, improve all aspects of work and
operating efficiency.
4.2. Optimizing Cleaning Management and Improving
Operating Room Utilization

Figure 3. Cleaning team ability score.

Improving the cleaning efficiency of table-top surgery is
first and foremost to improve the management system of
cleaning personnel in clean operating rooms. Formulating the
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duties of cleaning personnel, safe operating procedures,
sterilization and isolation systems, infection management
systems, reward and punishment methods, evaluation systems,
set up full-time personnel to supervise and implement [11, 12].
We divide the cleaning operation area of the cleaning staff,
and notify the cleaning staff via walkie-talkie as soon as
possible to ensure the shortest route to the cleaning operation
room; optimize the cleaning staff scheduling, and increase the
work of mobile security staff according to the peak time of the
operation. In order to make reasonable use of the operating
room resources, we have begun to continuously optimize the
cleaning process of the surgical table. First of all, the operating
room uses removable mop, replacing the traditional
non-removable mop and bucket, updating the cleaning tools
and optimizing the notification method (Table 1), which can
shorten the average time by 13 minutes. The operating room
can save 10 minutes compared to the traditional dragging, and
the average operation can save 23 minutes (Figure 1), which
greatly improves the efficiency of the surgical table.

and easy to cause complaints. Optimizing the cleaning
management in the operating room, improving the effective
use of the operating room, reducing the working hours and
labor intensity of the surgical medical staff, and accelerating
the turnover of surgical patients are a win-win reform of
medical treatment and patients.
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